
JONASET THERMALMASK 

 

The Jonaset breathwarmer helps you move in cold weather. Jonaset has a set of cells 
made of steel, which bind the warmth of the air exhaled to warm up the cold air inhaled. 
Meanwhile, cells moisten the cold air to a suitable degree for the human body. 

 

USER INSTRUCTIONS 

1. The Jonaset warmer can be attached to a neck warmer, hood or scarf. You can choose 
between the thinner, white warmer or the more effective blue one, based on the weather 
and your own personal demand.  

2. The warmer must be carefully placed in front of the mouth and nose, making sure that it 
does not cover the eyes. You can shape the warmer by gently bending the steel mesh to 
match the contours of your face or by cutting the edges with scissors. Only use Jonas’ 
fabrics to cover the steel mesh, as they provide sufficiently little resistance to breathing.  

3. If you wear glasses, you can use the metal attachment at the top of the warmer to 
prevent fogging. If fogging still occurs, use of the product must be immediately stopped in 
situations in which reduced visibility may be hazardous, such as when driving.  

4. The product is only intended for warming inhaled air and it does not filter any 
microparticles. 

5. The product is intended to be used by a single person. The warmer must be cleaned 
with running water after every use. A more thorough cleaning by using liquid detergent 
should be carried out approximately 2–3 times per week, depending on the frequency of 
use. Note! The soft edges of the warmer do not endure heat over 60 C. 

6. The warmer is manufactured of polyethene foam that is comfortable on the skin and 
acid-proof stainless steel mesh. Please dispose of the product as mixed waste and recycle 
the metal parts. 
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JONASPORT THERMALMASK 

 

Jonasport is a breathwarmer that helps you move in cold weather. Jonaset has a set of 
cells made of steel, which bind the warmth of the air exhaled to warm up the cold air 
inhaled. Meanwhile, cells moisten the cold air to a suitable degree for the human body. 

 

USER INSTRUCTIONS 

1. The Jonasport warmer has a Velcro strap that holds it in place. Place the strap 
sufficiently high on the back of the head. The warmer must be carefully placed in front of 
the mouth and nose, making sure that it does not cover the eyes.  

2. The steel mesh may not be blocked. You can shape the warmer by gently bending the 
steel mesh to match the contours of your face. 

3. If you wear glasses, you can use the metal attachment at the top of the warmer to 
prevent fogging. If fogging still occurs, use of the product must be immediately stopped in 
situations in which reduced visibility may be hazardous, such as when driving.  

4. The product is only intended for warming inhaled air and it does not filter any 
microparticles. 

5. The product is intended to be used by a single person. The warmer must be cleaned 
with running water after every use. A more thorough cleaning by using liquid detergent 
should be carried out approximately 2–3 times per week, depending on the frequency of 
use. Note! The soft edges of the warmer do not endure heat over 60 C. 

6. The warmer is manufactured of polyethene foam that is comfortable on the skin, acid-
proof stainless steel mesh, rubber and Velcro. Please dispose of the product as mixed 
waste and recycle the metal parts. 
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